Cleaning Checklist
This checklist gives you a general idea of the areas to address to ensure your home meets our standards. Your
specific home may require additional cleaning or repairs depending on how heavily you have used your home.

Dwelling
Remove all of your belongings and garbage
Repair any minor damages caused during your lease
Clean exterior doors (both sides), walls, interior doors, and light socket covers
Clean windows (inside and out where possible)
Clean light fixtures and replace bulbs
Clean window blinds and sills
Clean any shelving, ledges and mantels
Dust (including removal of all cobwebs)
Vacuum and sweep floors (mop if applicable)
Bathroom
Clean sinks, bathtub, shower, and toilet (inside and out)
Clean cabinets, drawers (inside and out) and vents
Clean mirrors
Sweep and mop floors
Kitchen
Clean sink and counters
Clean cabinets, shelves, and drawers (inside and out)
Remove all food from refrigerator and clean (inside and out)
Pull refrigerator away from wall and sweep and mop (underneath and behind)
Run dishwasher and check to make sure there is no standing water after
Clean exterior of dishwasher
Clean stove top (on top and underneath) and replace drip pans
Clean inside oven
Pull range (if free-standing) away from wall- clean sides and sweep and mop (underneath and behind)
Clean oven hood, fan and vent filter
Sweep and mop all floors
Garage/Driveway
Clean cabinets, shelves and drawers (inside and out)
Remove garbage (including any personal garbage containers)
Sweep
Clean any oil stains
Carpeting
Have carpets professionally steam cleaned
Leave a copy of the cleaning receipt on kitchen counter
Yard
Remove all garbage, debris, and personal items
Mow and edge
Weed Flowerbeds
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